WOW WOW LABRADOODLE'S CHUMU

NOREG2168261

registered name

registration no.

HYBRID

F

breed

sex

11/22/2016
film/test/lab #

date of birth

956000009553101

44

tattoo/microchip/DNA profile

age at evaluation in months

2168261

HY-EL3342F44-VPI

application number

O.F.A. NUMBER

09/01/2020

This number issued with the right to correct or
revoke by the Orthopedic Foundation for Animals.

date of report
RESULTS:

Based upon the radiograph submitted, the consensus was that no evidence of elbow dysplasia was recognized.

NORMAL

CHARRIE RAY
1359 MARTINDALE ST
WINDSOR ON N9B1G3
CANADA

OFA eCert

Verify certificate
with QR scan

This electronic OFA certificate was generated on: 09/01/2020
This certification can be verified on the OFA website by
entering the dog's registration number into the orange search
box located at the top of the page or by scanning the QR
code above.
If there are any errors on this certificate, please email
CORRECTIONS@OFFA.ORG to request a correction.
Orthopedic Foundation for Animals, Inc.
2300 E. Nifong Blvd.
Columbia, MO 65201-3806
OFA website: www.ofa.org
E-mail address: ofa@offa.org
Phone number: 573-442-0418
Fax number: 573-875-5073

WOW WOW LABRADOODLE'S CHUMU

NOREG2168261

registered name

registration no.

HYBRID

F

breed

sex

11/22/2016
film/test/lab #

date of birth

956000009553101

44

tattoo/microchip/DNA profile

age at evaluation in months

2168261

HY-3774G44F-VPI

application number

O.F.A. NUMBER

09/01/2020

This number issued with the right to correct or
revoke by the Orthopedic Foundation for Animals.

date of report
RESULTS:

Based upon the radiograph submitted, the consensus was that no evidence of hip dysplasia was recognized. The hip joint
conformation was evaluated as:

GOOD
OFA eCert

CHARRIE RAY
1359 MARTINDALE ST
WINDSOR ON N9B1G3
CANADA

Verify certificate
with QR scan

This electronic OFA certificate was generated on: 09/01/2020
This certification can be verified on the OFA website by
entering the dog's registration number into the orange search
box located at the top of the page or by scanning the QR
code above.
If there are any errors on this certificate, please email
CORRECTIONS@OFFA.ORG to request a correction.
Orthopedic Foundation for Animals, Inc.
2300 E. Nifong Blvd.
Columbia, MO 65201-3806
OFA website: www.ofa.org
E-mail address: ofa@offa.org
Phone number: 573-442-0418
Fax number: 573-875-5073

